Computing against the Grain Nicholas Makelburge
We might believe that by making our lives more comfortable with certain forms of ubiquitous computing, we are making them better. While in real life, we are doing the complete opposite.
There is good appliance of technology versus bad, technology and computers that truly help us versus those that only appear to help us. In this paper I will give two design drafts within ubiquitous computing that refl ect my own philosophy of computer technology and the role it should have in our lives. In the fi rst project that I call ' Winternational Bench ' I try to get people to refl ect that we must work together for a better world and consider how our actions in one place have consequences somewhere else, both positive and negative. With my second project I will sketch out an interesting way to harness our own energy that we produce every day and recycle it for our own use; I call this project ' PowerPack ' .
Leisure and Technological Evolution
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us that we need to work faster, more effi ciently, produce more and be more successful. The majority of technology that is produced today refl ects this way of thinking. The only problem as I see it is that the time we win by using technology and computers is not necessarily spent on doing those things that most people consider make us happy: spending time with the kids, going fi shing, reading books, enjoying the mountains, travel, experiencing other cultures and so on. The time we win by using technology has been spent on producing even more and working even harder. That ' s fi ne; it ' s what contributed to our living standard and comfort of today in the western world. But maybe some should be used for activities similar to those I mentioned above, and get us out of our homes to experience some contrasts in our daily lives. Can technology help us experience these contrasts that in the end will make us enjoy our lives more? And if it can ' t, can it help us to deconstruct our ' cubicles of technology ' so that we at least can see out the window from our desk at work as the main character does while gutting fi sh in the offi ce comedy ' Offi ce Space ' by Mike Judge.
As we are liberated by ubiquitous computers at work and in our homes by not being forced to sit in front of a screen all day to interact with a computer, we are applying ubiquitous computing to many tasks where we never used computers before. By doing this we get a lot of help in a lot of areas where we before had to use logic and reasoning to perform a task properly. What are the long term effects of living in homes with ubiquitous computers where we become less and less in need of the daily use of our own logic and reasoning? A ubiquitous computing appliance example of this could be: I do understand how a calculator can be used to make work easier in complex daily tasks, and how a small computer like that can ease the stress on people ' s lives. But taking away the reasoning and mental challenge of sorting our laundry and deciding when to clean our dirty cups is not a way to enrich people ' s lives in a true sense. It may well be just another step in making us into zombies where we don ' t need to use our logic and reasoning anywhere else than at work and in our specifi c job duty. Maybe the small trivial dilemmas of daily life act as a nice balance to an increasing workload and mental stress that we fi nd in our highly specialized and often monotonous work environments. Bringing this classical western perspective of automating daily tasks in life so that we will live even more comfortable and therefore happier lives, is to me a strange and naive approach that takes us back 50 years, not in technology but in how we apply technology. It feels like an outdated way to view happiness and how we defi ne the true meaning of a ' rich ' life.
As we humans built ourselves in this castle of technology-comfort we seek more and more adventures in extreme sports and ecotourism and so on. TV is already jammed with reality shows like Survivor, of people getting back to basics. Movies like Fight Club to The Matrix show zombie careerists at boring grey jobs that on the verge of insanity start searching for truth. Most people are not far from this image as robots in an enormous corporate landscape. Many sit still all day performing monotonous tasks and come home to comfortable suburban lives that contain tons of comfort-creating electric appliances that are supposed to enrich their lives. Lives that are so much without contrasts, warm and cold, fear and enjoyment, physical pain and pleasure, that they have forgotten the last time they felt truly alive. I believe these primitive contrasts are essential for humans to feel truly happy. If you never feel cold you never appreciate the simple pleasure of coming home and lighting a fi re in the fi replace. If you never have to lift a fi nger in your daily life, you never know and appreciate how wonderful it is to truly relax.
A life without contrast and challenges except those that we get at work may work for the small percentage that have a very exciting and multifaceted job, for the rest that don ' t share that luxury and have pretty monotonous jobs, household chores such as home improving, gardening, cooking and shopping for groceries are welcomed ways to spend leisure time. To draw the conclusion that technology performing these activities will give people more time to " free our minds of unnecessary work, and connect us to the fundamental challenge that humans have always had: to understand the patterns in the universe and ourselves within them " 1 sounds good to me, but will most people take this opportunity though?
For those who won ' t take this opportunity, and just spend more time in front of the TV, technology might have an important role in helping them to discover " the patterns in the universe and themselves within it " . Could a certain application of technology and computers play a role like that? I say it could. Ubiquitous computing could do this by fi rst liberating us from the ' desktop hell ' that a lot of us experience at our jobs and our homes, but it doesn ' t end there. I believe that the proper application of ubiquitous computing could help us by shining light on things that are worth refl ection, and help us value things that enrich the experience of being human. Technology and ubiquitous computing could be used to help us enjoy the whole spectrum of physical and mental sensations in life to a greater extent. Ubiquitous computing could make us aware of who we are and the impact we have on the environment and other lives, cultures and countries. It could help us re-enter into balance with our environment, animals, which in the long run will be what truly ' helps ' us, while coffee cups who ' ll let us know when they are dirty won ' t.
Following are two simple ubiquitous computing design drafts that I believe not only could make our lives more comfortable, they could also make them better.
Draft 1: Winternational Bench
Benches in our parks and all over town during winter aren ' t used unless it ' s a sunny day and a clear blue sky; even then they aren ' t used for very long. The Winternational Bench will heat the bench to a comfortable temperature for people to enjoy the outdoors more during winter. The bench will bring people of all ages out of their homes even on not so sunny days during winter. The trick with these benches is that you need teamwork to really enjoy them. With teamwork I don ' t mean that you need a friend or relative to help you heat the bench for you. You need teamwork by a stranger from perhaps another part of the word. The bench works as follows: for one part of the bench to be heat-activated; the same part, but on another bench in another cold part of the world must be sat upon. So basically, two humans at separate locations in the world must help each other to keep warm. They heat activate each others seats. The benches are heated by warm water pipes running through them, while sensors connected to software on a server connect the two benches through the internet for interaction. 
Scenario

It ' s February. Jack Young is a former restaurant owner who lives alone in his old brick house on the upper east side of Manhattan, he ' s 60 years old and loves going down to Union Square on Sundays for the farmers market. As he arrives to get some vegetables for the dinner with friends he ' s hosting every
Draft 2 : PowerPack
The power pack is an idea that sprung out of a fun refl ection at the gym. All these people spend hours in the gym at spinning classes, at rowing machines and at the weight machines producing vast amounts of energy that is not used for any good. We transform energy at the gym, on bicycles, as we walk, from muscles into friction and movement that with the PowerPack could be harnessed and used at home to generate electricity for laptops, TV ' s, lamps and other utilities. When we go to the gym, the backpack is automatically connected to the gym ' s energy supply by a conducting strap that you use to hang the backpack in your locker. The energy that is charging your PowerPack is generated by the people using the machines in the gym. Every machine at the gym has a generator that transforms the kinetic energy into electricity.
As you get home from the gym, you simply connect the PowerPack to your electrical system by hanging your backpack on a designated PowerPack hook. The backpack also has a visual indicator of how charged the battery is, in the shape of infl atable pockets on the outside of the backpack. The more infl ated those pockets are, the more charged the battery is. This way a user can get a visual indication of how much energy he/she for example generated at the gym, or how much energy is left in the backpack while hanging on the wall at home. The user can also touch and squeeze the backpack to feel how much air is left in the pockets, thus physically feeling how much energy is left. This is to concretize energy and electricity for us so that we in a larger sense can refl ect upon how much energy our bodies generate and how much we consume. It also re-enacts the ancient traditions of collecting freshwater out in the ' wild ' to be consumed at home.
In the future, battery life will be even longer to maximize the usefulness of the PowerPack as a product in our every day lives. We might not even know that we have batteries in our backpacks that harness all the energy we spend on bikes, in the gym, as we walk. We ' ll just know that our PowerPacks take care of our energy consumption at home and that there are no more electricity bills waiting for us in the mail.
When humans burned coal and split atoms to generate energy for all the junk we surrounded us with in our ' smart homes ' will be a part of history and part of a era of very primitive and highly short sighted ways to generate energy. The feeling of autonomy will spread among people and the guilt of consuming too much energy in the western world will be diminished. 
Scenario
Conclusion
What I've said so far might incline that I don't like human progress and technology, but couldn ' t be more wrong. The issue that I want to stress is that there's good appliance of technology and there ' s bad, I think it's good to look out the window to decide what jacket to wear and to understand why we need to clean dirty cups. It keeps us in touch with being human entities that consume things on the planet. If we get too far from who and what we are by ' comfort technology ' doing everything for us, there is no chance to make a conscious decision or standpoint in everyday things.
As the ' less evolved ' Indian of the 18th century North America much better understood how his consumption impacted on his surrounding, we now ' more evolved ' stand clueless. If he was in the need of meat, he had had to kill a buffalo. Today when we get a car, the global economy has taken us far from the real impact and consequences of our decision. The gasoline, the plastics, the rubber, the fabrics that go into making and maintaining a car is not derived from our backyards where we can see the direct consequences of our decision. They are derived from some place else, often poorer nations with little chance to raise their voice or organize themselves politically. It's often their backyard and therefore problem. Billions of people on this planet consume junk with no apparent clue on how it affects someone else ' s surroundings.
If Volvo would take all the raw materials that go into the making and maintaining of the red Volvo c40 that I just ordered from my car dealership from my very own backyard, I would most defi nitely reconsider my priorities a bit and refl ect about my impact as a consumer on my surroundings.
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